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The market tradition
in Tenterden
Tenterden is a small rural market town
of Saxon origin. The earliest undisputed
reference to it is in the Heronden Charter
of 968. Although there is no evidence of
earlier settlement, the Roman Road from
Hemsted to Canterbury runs to the north
of Tenterden and through St Michael’s. A
church may have been founded as early
as AD 750-850.
By the early medieval period, Tenterden
was probably a small roadside settlement
with a church at its centre. Since these
earliest days commerce has been woven
into Tenterden’s identity as a market
town. Evidence of shopkeeping and the
establishment of a defined market area
dates from the late 13th century.
‘Shops existed at Tenterden before
1272 when three shops (temporary
stalls) had illicitly encroached on
the High Street. The encroachment
of another seven shops is recorded
later in the thirteenth century.
This suggests that there was an
informal market, probably to the south
of the church, between the footpath
skirting the southern edge of the
churchyard (which is still officially
part of the original highway) and
the High Street. The market is first
mentioned by name in 1296 when
William Multone was absolved from
excommunication, but sentenced to
do public penance at ‘the church
of Rolvenden and the markets of
Newenden and Tenterden’.’1
The early marketplace in the High Street
had encroached on the churchyard by
the thirteenth century. This area, known
as the Shambles, survives as a group of
shops south of the Church where the
High Street narrows. Indeed it is believed
that the market caused the route to
narrow, bounded as it is by the highway
on both sides, to the south by the current
High Street and to the north by the
footpath alongside the churchyard.
Within two hundred years the
marketplace area had extended
significantly along the High Street, with
records and early photographs showing
that market activities took place from
the Fairings in the east to the Greens in
the west. Three significant annual fairs
punctuated the calendar, all held on the
northern and southern Greens alongside
the High Street. These were on the eve
and day of the feast of St Mildred (12th
2

and 13th July); on 25th April (a sheep
and cattle market); and on the first Friday
in September. After the Reformation the
feast of St Mildred fell away, and by the
end of the eighteenth century the April
fair had moved to the first Monday in
May, with a second fair on the first Friday
in September. These fairs continued on
the Greens until the twentieth century.
After WW1 annual livestock fairs were
held on the Recreation Ground and
Glebe Field. These stopped in 1977, but
an annual May Fair continues to be held
on the Recreation Ground.
In 1449 Tenterden received a Charter of
Incorporation from Henry VI. This granted
the privileges of a formal Friday weekly
market. A timber market hall was built on
the south side of the High Street where
the old and new marketplaces met (now
the site of Montalbano’s Restaurant).
It was an octagonal structure built of
timber on a stone base and supported
on wooden columns forming an open
arcade at ground level.
The market declined in the eighteenth
century with the growth in the number
of permanent shops, and the old market
hall was demolished in 1822. A new
Market Hall on the north side of the High
Street replaced it near the High Street
entrance of what is now Station Road,
which was converted into a fire station in
1896 and demolished in 1971.
Tenterden’s long tradition as a market
town combines a regular Friday market
with a range of fairs and other events
drawing on its agricultural heritage.
The market area has spread historically
through most of the conservation area,
combining shops, market halls, and
open-air markets from East Cross to
the Greens.

Kent Historic Towns Survey, Tenterden
Archaeological Document, December 2014
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The role of markets in
regenerating town centres
Markets are a major part of
the history of towns and cities in
the UK. They are important sites
of commerce and represent the
heart of our communities.
Traditional retail markets have
always been a nurturing ground
for independent retailers. However,
the speed of change in the retail
industry means that traditional retail
markets are coming under increased
pressure to meet the needs of local
communities. Many are meeting this
challenge head-on and the sector
is experiencing a period of renewal.
The sector is diversifying and growing
to embrace specialist markets
and events, such as festivals, fairs,
and shows.
Mission for Markets, 2018
Markets shaped the world we live in
and are part of our cultural heritage.
The concept of a ‘market town’ is
ancient and familiar and continues to
have a profound effect on town and
city centre performance (Parker, Ntounis
& Quin 2015). Markets determined our
very geography and culture (Mumford
1961, Braudel 1979).
Research carried out by the Institute
of Place Management in 2018 entitled
Markets Matter highlighted the following
economic, social and political benefits
of markets.
Economically
Markets have a history of nurturing
new business activity, offering the
opportunity for low-cost business startups, support for social enterprise activity
and enabling individual makers of
many kinds to bring their products
‘from garage and kitchen table’ to
a wider audience.
Markets can be particularly useful for
new and young entrepreneurs, offering
low risk entry to a retail market and
the opportunity to build a client base
alongside use of social media and
other marketing. As such they play a
part in developing local employment,
keep money in the local economy and
encourage individual empowerment.

Markets can promote connectivity
between producers in linked sectors
and forging links between small and
larger business
Markets can attract both tourists
and local residents. Tourists might
in particular value markets for being
‘unique, quirky and always a bargain’
and provide an opportunity to engage
in the everyday life of the place they
are visiting. They can provide access to
affordable goods with prices lower than
larger retailers and reduction in travel
costs and time.
Markets have a significant impact
on footfall and generate income
for the town centre. Markets have a
significant turnover themselves and act
as multipliers to economic activity. Lively
and high-quality street markets can
increase footfall to the town significantly
and boost trade in local shops. High
Street UK 2020 research showed that
55%-71% of market visitors also spent
money in other shops. Consideration
might be given to scheduling markets
on days when footfall is typically lower,
forging explicit links between the market
and local shops (loyalty cards etc.).
Socially
Markets boost unique local identity
and counteract ‘clone town Britain’.
The distinctiveness and identity
of a town boosts its attraction to
residents and visitors. New Economics
Foundation’s report on ‘Clone Town
Britain: the loss of local identity on the
nation’s high streets’ (2004) highlights
the role that market activity can play in
strengthening a town’s ‘distinctiveness’,
particularly when they provide an outlet
for independent and specialist traders.

Markets play a role in the social and
cultural life of a town, offering family
friendly experiences and acting as a
springboard for socialising. They are
places of social interaction, used by
people of all ages, incomes, genders
and cultures bring atmosphere and
colour to the community. “They are
the happy ‘third place’ of spontaneous
interaction” (Oldenberg, 1988). In
many cases they provide a link to other
local cultural activity, for example by
promoting visitor attractions, acting
as a platform for local arts groups.
For traders and visitors markets can
facilitate community cohesion and
social inclusion.
Politically
Markets promote environmental
sustainability. For producers they
potentially provide retail outlets close to
the site of production and for visitors the
chance to access a range of producers
at the same time in a location.
Markets promote community health
by making available fresh and
affordable food and providing
opportunities for social interaction
and leisure activities that enhance
physical and mental well-being.
Markets are places of innovation,
experiment and education. The low
operating costs, smallness of scale,
availability of stalls and the fluidity
of markets encourage traders to take
risks and try ideas and products that
may not be viable elsewhere and
provide the opportunity to educate
shoppers in how to use and learn more
about the products.

Markets offer an outlet for local,
independent and specialist traders.
Increasingly successful markets are
not defined by an offer of low cost
but by an identity linked to creativity,
local production, specialism, artisan,
independence, niche.
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Principles of effective
markets / How to run
a successful market
Economic downturn offers markets
new roles and opportunities, which
will be uncovered by a close look
at unique local circumstances and
qualities. Analysing the whole picture of
the social, environmental and economic
role of the market within the town will
reveal its own identity and potential for
town regeneration.
In the context of Tenterden the specific
role of markets might include:
• Incubator for entrepreneurship and
new business start-ups
• Focus on family-friendliness and
environmental sustainability
• Emerging and niche markets for
specialist stalls and events based on
popular local activities
• Focus on locally produced goods and
independent traders
• Integrated visitor experience with local
visitor attractions and heritage2
A thriving market requires partnership
between those who want it to be
successful, such as business and
tourism groups, residents, active
voluntary agencies and social
enterprises. Development therefore
needs to include these voices.

When starting a market or seeking to
regenerate an existing market, consider
strategies such as the offer of free or
low-cost pitches and support for new
market traders from market / town
managers, free insurance for an initial
period etc. Markets should serve the
basic needs of the community and
occupy more specialist spaces such
as antiques, vintage clothing, books or
artisans. Modern markets are also trying
to push boundaries and offer something
new so that consumers come back to
the high street and support local and
independent trade.
As a practical example, the objective
of introducing fresh talent and updating
and reinvigorating market traditions was
the driving force behind the London
based Tomorrow’s Market initiative.
This identified new market traders with
early stage established businesses
(usually craft, clothing and food-based
offers), and provided a two-year
programme of mentoring, business
support, bursaries, and curated access
to iconic London markets.

Some of the success factors which
emerge from examining differences
between successful and struggling
markets are:
• Location in areas of good footfall,
especially town centres
• Identity and character of the
markets themselves
• Vital role of active management and
good personal relationships with
negotiating skills, including curating
stalls and promoting the coherence
and vitality of the offer
• Strong marketing and promotion
that is integrated with general town
centre marketing. For example,
actively finding and attracting new
types of stall and groups which can
form specialist markets
• Planning for new roles & skills in the
team managing the market

See Rural Services Network –
Do market towns need markets? 25.9.20
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Recent Market activity
in Tenterden
Regular Markets
(see Appendix 1, Map 1)
The general Friday market has now much
declined. In recent years it stretched
along the northern side of the High Street
in front of the Town Hall and to the west
of the Shambles. It has also occupied
the coach carpark beside Coombe
Lane. By 2005 it was described by some
of the respondents to the Tenterden
Health-check survey as “bad” and others
thought that although good it had
become “untidy”. Infrastructure for this
market was provided by Ashford Borough
Council, before the responsibility was
transferred to Tenterden Town Council. The
general market now generally comprises
four or five stalls outside the Town Hall
and is run by a stallholder.
A new privately-owned covered market
area, called “Market Square” to the
South of the High Street also operates a
Friday market, typically comprising five
anchor stalls; a greengrocer, fishmonger,
baker, garden plants and Turkish
delicatessen. The only current Saturday
market stall is the baker.
Occasional Markets
In recent years there have been a
number of active festivals and markets
in Tenterden. The two big annual events
are Christmas in Tenterden (held now
in late November and replacing a
Friday Christmas market that had been
run for the previous 30 years) and the
Tenterden Folk Festival in early October.
Both of these combine entertainment
and activities with market stalls.
The market stalls for the Folk Festival are
located on the southern Greens and
the Recreation Ground, while markets
stalls for the Christmas Market cover
the whole of the area used for historic
markets, with stalls on the northern and
southern Greens, along the north side of
the High Street, at the Fairings, and on
the Recreation Ground.

Courtesy of My Tenterden © Lewis Brockway

Christmas in Tenterden is extremely
successful and in 2019 attracted
around 14,000 people over three
days. People stayed for an average of
four hours (25% stayed all day) and
spent between £55 and £65 per head
depending on whether they were
residents or visitors.

The Tenterden Folk Festival started
in 1992 and attracts visitors from
around the world. Kent Life described
the impact; “for four days the town
becomes a mini Glastonbury, packed
with musicians and dancers.”3 The
Festival is described by its Director, Alan
Castle, as “a big boost to the local
economy, [and] central hotels and
pubs get booked up quickly”.
Other occasional events are held, these
are generally food and drink festivals
on the Recreation Ground. A May Fair
continues to be held in early May, also
on the Recreation Ground.
Other venues for market activity include
the Assembly Rooms in the Town Hall,
which are used for an annual selling Art
Exhibition, Highbury Hall, which is used
for regular book fairs and craft markets,
and the Church Hall, which was, until
recently, used for the Friday Country
Market organised by the Women’s
Institute. Occasional art fairs have built
on the Open Studio programme to
encourage art exhibitions and sales
across a range of pop-up venues in the
town in a development of the traditional
market model.
A few other events take place in the
parish that have an element of market
activity. These include occasional
brocantes at Silcocks Farm, the annual
CAMRA Real Ale & Cider Festival at
Tenterden Town Station, and an annual
Dog Show and Vintage Car festival at
Goodshill Farm.
A Farmers Market used to take place
on the second Saturday of each month
on the corner of the Recreation Ground
but is now no longer running.
Some experimentation in using the
covered market on other occasions has
happened. A small antiques market was
tried in late 2019, and a makers market
took place in October 2020 attracting
over 1200 visitors and leading to a
reported uptick in footfall by High Street
businesses. Practical challenges at the
covered market include vehicle access
and parking for stallholders.

Kent Life; Spotlight on Tenterden 26.9.2013
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Conclusion
Tenterden has a long tradition of markets
which are part of the origins and
character of the historic town centre.
There can be no doubt that they add
to the economic vitality of the centre
with potential additional social and
environmental benefits.
In preparing the Neighbourhood Plan,
the Steering Committee consulted
widely with residents. Through this
consultation the local economy was
highlighted as a key issue by the Town
Council and residents. It is reflected
in the Neighbourhood Plan vision for
Tenterden to be a “thriving, culturally rich
market town with a high street with many
traditional shops and markets”.
The Our Tenterden survey of residents
conducted in summer 2020 received
768 responses. This explored the extent
to which people value and use the high
street, as well as some of the changes in
behaviour resulting from the pandemic.
In response to the question ‘I feel our
high street needs more…’, weekend
market stalls were the third most popular
response with 6.6% of people saying it
was their top priority (this increased to
10.8% among 52 to 60-year olds).
In addition, the role of successful
markets for tourism in the town should
not be underestimated.
The National Planning Policy Framework
(Para 85) states that planning policies
should support the role that town centres
play at the heart of local communities,
by taking a positive approach to their
growth, management and adaptation:
‘Planning policies should:
c) retain and enhance existing markets
and, where appropriate, re-introduce or
create new ones’
For all the benefits and community
support of the local markets, the
Neighbourhood Plan seeks to retain the
market tradition and presence of markets
in the town centre in accordance with
the NPPF.
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Appendix 1 : Location of current weekly
markets and Market Square
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